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Fashion PhYSique
Monte Hansen, a typical GO GUYS
Model-husky, rugged, gracefully
developed, proves that a man can
and should be at his best, whether
he be semi-attired at the beach or
in full dress at the theatre.
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Near right: Befitting the Swed-
ish influence in his sleek, all
Australian wool sweater,
Doug poses before the U.N.
Secretariat. Zipper front and
with handsome suede trim
plus open-cuff sleeves -
$22.00. By GUY RUSSELL
of New York.

Left: Doug's neat outfit, for
the collegiate New Yorker, is
available at GUY RUSSELL in
Greenwich Village. Sport coat
is all wool, multi-colored with
shades of blue, green and~~ ...---
gold. Sizes 36-42 - $55.00.
The slim-taper slacks, avail-
able in grey, olive or- black,
come in si - 6~:-- ....•
$12.QQ, Oou -SllPe
tie $2;50. irie n li.us
gold -$~t u n ~w
oxford cloth sl\~rtfth ~neb
~~::;,_av:::a~:si'~~~Ii~

tapered body -- $~95

Far right: Pertec for thl
windy gusts from ew York'~
East River, Doug models the
GUY RUSSELL bulky turtle
neck. An all wool sweate
with a convertible collar, i
comes in blaek e.
Sizes !J", M., L. an X.L-":~''lo,''
$I
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September's here with Autumn's glow
As back to school, young men go.

Rig piled high with sacks and bags,

We putt to school full of gags.
Beanie caps and hazing traps,

Panty raids and football scraps.
These are things that make the day

Happy and carefree in a grand old way.

The dates, the parties, the Senior Prom,
Sneaking clothes from room-mate John.

Dressing up and dressings down,
Make spirits lift and spirits frown.

Time for study time for fun,
Latter we love, former we shun.

Shower stuffing and phonebooth roughing,
Squashed on the bottom, huffing and puffing.
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Fashion& Frisco
The West Coast is fast becoming the most populated state in the Union. It is only natural that this area should become
a pace-setter in many things. With people from all walks of life and every corner of the country pouring into the big cities
of California the rest of the country is anxious to follow this new breed. On this and the following pages we bring to you
the flavor in fashion of this new frontier.
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LEFT
Handsome, blond Ernie Mathews

shows off his gaily striped,
tandem shirt and fashionable walking shorts.

The perfect outfit
for a stroll on the Golden Gate

appearing in the background.
Shirt available in S.M.L.,

red stripe on white - $5.00.
Dacron and Cotton shorts,

sizes 28·36, available in blue,
white, or black - $10.95.

RIGHT
Cherokee,

a young midwesterner
new in town,

alights from an old fashioned cable car,
for his first look

at San Francisco's famed Telegraph Hill.
He is wearing

lightweight, dacron and cotton slacks,
available in blue or black,

sizes 28·36 - $12.95.
~ To complete his ensemble, he wears

a neat rayon and arnel jacket,
available in short,

regular and long sizes - $32.50.
available at better

clothing stores
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beach
LEFT

Chuck Steury, standing, casts an eye
toward the rough Pacific surf
as he relaxes at Ocean Beach

on the outskirts of San Francisco.
He is wearing

AH MEN's hip-hugger swimsuit,
featuring new, slimming lines.

With fly front; and of tropical cotton,
colors are blue, white or black.

Sizes 28-36 - $6.95
Smokey, leans against a rugged

coastline rock,
wearing AH MEN's novel scoop front,
low rise trunks. Of tropical cotton,

it is available in blue, olive or white.
Sizes 26-34 - $8.95.

RIGHT
AH MEN introduces the Tank Suit

at Half Moon Bay,
popular hangout of rising, young movie

personalities
on a weekend visit to San Francisco.

The outfit
may be worn without top or with,

as our model, Monte, shows.
The fabric

is cotton-elastic and comes in olive,
powder blue, white, red or black.

Sizes in S.M.L. and XL - $6.95.
FASHION& FRISCOconcluded on page 21.

12
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hell at angel falls
Cascading dramatically over the sheer lip

of Venezuela's Devil Mountain, three thou-
sand two hundred and twelve foot Angel
Falls, one of the world's Seven Wonders,
roars defiance at the world of men. But, in
the jungles below, a determined, steel-nerved
man prepares to conquer both falls and moun-
tain by scaling the supposedly impassable
north wall. He is Nick Piantanida, a vibrant
young adventurer with a lust for hazardous
living. Only a "GO-GUY" with Nick's self-con-
fidence and amazing physical prowess would
dare attempt to master the world's largest
waterfall via Devil Mountain's most treacher-
ous route.

In November of 1956, Piantanida had
started his quest at Caracas, two hundred
and sixty miles from Angel Falls, and pro-
ceded to the Orinoco River. Equipped with
climbing gear and adequate provisions to sus-
tain life in the teeming Venezuelan jungle,
Nick, with an army buddy and several Indian
guides, forged upstream in his compact alu-
minum skiff. The trek was a constant strug-
gle through waters infested with piranha and
sting-rays, and an overgrowth seething with
snakes, jaguars, tarantulas and cannibals.

14 Top: Angel Falls, as photographed by Nick from his plane.
Bottom: Nick guiding his boat through one of the ninety-odd sets of rapids that abound in the Caroni River.



Top: Nick leaves his plane upon arriving at Caracas.
Bottorn: Unloading supplies in preparation for expedition.
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16 Top: Nick gives a hitch-hiker a lift across the river in his indian dug-out.

Bottom: Scaling the rugged facerock on Devil Mountain.



The going was made more difficult, when
the Indians, who had agreed to accompany
Nick only half-way (they believed Devil Moun-
tain was cursed and that all who attempted
to reach its summit would suffer a violent
death), failed to anchor the skiff securely one
night. In the morning it was gone, along with
most of the precious supplies. Angered, but
not disheartened, Nick continued the perilous
journey in an Indian dugout.

Pressing further into the jungle's hostile
depths, Nick's small party advanced slowly
through the sinuous waters. Upon reaching
the upper rapids they were forced to leave
their boat and, once again, take to the dense
underbrush. Inch by inch they hacked their
way through nature's prohibiting barriers.
With only a half of a mile to go to the foot
of the mountain the jungle suddenly became
an impenetrable wall of foliage. Leaving all,
but the most necessary of supplies behind,
Nick employed his powerful arms and a razor-
edged machete and bent his entire will to the
task. It took three harrowing days to go that
half mile, but finally they stood triumphant
at the foot of the haunting Angel Falls. After
quickly setting up camp they retired, ex-
hausted, to rest for the rigorous assault still
to come.

Nick arose in the early hours of dawn and,
shaking his army buddy awake, they started
up the ebony-smooth walls of the mountain-
side. But, it proved to be impossible. Unable
to admit defeat they explored for a more
accessible route and this time came to within
feet of the top by scaling the forbidding
north side. Here, the jaunty climber was frus-
trated by a glossy sheet of water-soaked
moss, which stood in the way of the remain-
ing distance. Assisted by his buddy, Nick
tried to leap over the moss but slipped and
falling back broke his right ankle. Using a
makeshift splint Nick and his friend limped
back to camp. Remembering another favor-
able ascent area they decided to spend the
night in camp and try again in the morning.

With the supplies nearly exhausted, and
Nick's fracture hampering him with great
pain at every step, they started up their new
found canyon route. They had finally found
the only accessible way. A series of vines and
trees provided a natural stair foothold to the
very summit. Nick let out an exaltant yell as
they stumbled and then collapsed on the

Top: Nick sets his camera near base of falls. 17



wind-swept flat apex of Devil Mountain. Nick
and his friend were triumphant They had
done the impossible. The first men to ever
successfully conquer the north face of Devil
Mountain.

After a short rest they set about exploring
and came upon the plane wreckage in which
the aviator, Jimmy Angel, had died twenty
years before. Angel, after whom the falls
were named, had prophesied, at his death,
that no man would ever conquer the north
wall. He had been exploring access routes,
from above, when wind currents buffeted his
plane and sent it hurtling into the mountain-
top_ Nick, in accomplishing the feat, had
proved Jimmy Angel wrong but, also, proved
that Angel's death was not in vain because
it inspired other young, adventurous men,
like Nick, to continue where others had failed,

Nick had tasted adventure and enjoyed it
Returning for more, he has led several safari
into the wilds of Central and South America,
and has recently established an animal trap-
ping business. He is now planning to open a
year round hunting and fishing resort in
Central America, which, considering his re-
markable talents, should be a vast success,
Nick Piantanida is a man on the GO!

18 Bottom: Nick with boa constrictor in South American jungle.



Photo by CHAMPIUi~, See ad

STUD: The Italians have it; even in the wide open spaces of the rugged west. Currently
he is one of the TOP personalities in the physique field. 20 year old STUD rides the rough
western plains as a cowpuncher. The life of a cattleman is hard enough, but young STUD
looks for even more danger by entering the tough competition at every local Rodeo. He
usually comes out on top. .

19
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MONTE HANSEN: It has often been said that milk is a great body conditioner,
and virile husky MONTE HANSEN proves it. 5' 11" tall, and weighing a trim 170 Ibs., affable
good-looking Monte has the girls swooning where-ever he goes. An all-round athlete, in his
second year of college, he spends summers in the out-of-doors working on a road con-
struction gang. But, he leaves the highways and roads behind, on his days off, as he takes
to the air in his sleek Tri-pacer plane.

Photo by CHAMPION, See ad



PlayerS
Almost every good motel in Frisco
has its pool,
and Ernie takes advantage of the trend
as he relaxes poolside
in his attractive cotton-elastic,
low rise,
shaped leg swimsuit by AH MEN.

. Olive, white, powder blue,
black or raspberry red.
Sizes S.M.L. and XL - $6.95.
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Just as his buddy came through the door, Bill said, "Hey,
buddy." This is the year for the "Big Man On Campus" to
make a killing, huh?"

"Yeah," replied Gary, "I'm looking for big game-
girls with real class. You know I won't be around after
this year."

"No kidding," said Bill, as he undressed showing off
the results of his sun bathing and daily, summer work-
outs. "Well, if it's some thing big you're after, step over
here and feel this," he said, flexing the muscles in his
legs. Gary walked over and checked out Bill's mounds
of muscle. "Pretty good, huh," Bill bragged, "and the
tan; that's something too, don't you think?

"Great," said Gary, "but I know you've got a bare
ring of white flesh around the middle. I'm sure you didn't

• risk getting tossed off the beach, just to get tanned
there!" Just then the phone rang, and Bill had to leap
across the room; letting his unzippered trousers fall to
the floor in dramatic gesture; revealing his tanned and
muscular legs. "It must be that chick from the drug-
store. I told her to round up her girl friend so that you
and I could make it a double date," said Bill as he reached
for the phone. He picked up the receiver, and, smiling,
said, "Hi, honey, alert your girl friend. Gary is here and
we're all set to pick you up at 8 o'clock." Bill hung up
the receiver and walked toward Gary while unbuttoning
his shorts. Gary, standing by the door doing his arm
stretch; said to Bill, "Look at em. Pretty good develop-
ment, huh?"
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"Yeah," said Bill, "not bad, but you really need a tan,
man. Look here, I've only got a bare ring around my
butt, but you look downright anemic." Gary was getting
irritated by Bill's chiding. He snapped at him. "You
know, Bill, I'm getting a little fed up with your wise
cracks. You'd better not forget who is the stronger male
in this room." This last remark was said tongue-in-cheek.

"Yeah, I am," shot back Bill, "and you'd better re-
member that. Do you want to tryout last year's wrestling
champ again. I can still lay you out before you get hot
enough to pant."

"You brag petty big for such a little guy," snorted
Gary. With that, Bill grabbed Gary around the neck. He
wanted to flip him for the easy fall he had promised. But,
they were both at a disadvantage; it was a very muggy
day. They tried different holds on each other; but one
joint locked into another, only to slip out, as the sweat
flowed freely in the points of contact. Suddenly, Bill
thought he had the advantage. The weight and pressure
of Gary's towering body was shifting and losing balance.
Bill placed his powerful leg into Gary's groin hoping to
lock it there and deliver the fall. Bill's leg slipped and

23
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he lost his position. With a new burst of energy, Gary-
panting and wet-broke out of the hold.

"Aha," Gary exclaimed, "you thought you had the
upper hand before, didn't you?"

But, before he could gloat over his triumph, Bill caught
him in a new hold. With this sudden reversal of position,
Bill pressed his bronzed leg into Gary's sensitive stomach.
Gary grimaced with pain and tried desperately to break
away. Getting a vantage point, Bill flipped Gary across the
bed, where he landed squarely on his back.

Then, the phone rang. "Darn it!" Bill shouted, turning
to Gary, "it must be those chicks."

"I'll answer it," said Gary, "I said I wanted something
good this year and I want to make sure I know what I'm
getting." He yanked the phone from Bill's hand and spoke
roughly into the mouthspiece. "Hello, baby, this is the 'Big
Man On Campus' talking. I'm out for real class this year
so I have to know a little about you-for instance what
are your measurements?"

Bill could detect the girl's obvious nervous state after
this assault, as her voice changed to a high shrill pitch
when she finally responded. Then Bill saw Gary's face go
blank and then into a great grin as he said, "Forget it,
baby," and hung up the phone.

"What's the deal," asked Bill, "what's the matter.
You're all broken up about something."

"Am I ever," laughed Gary, "Do you know what her
answer was, to my question?"

"No, what?" said Bill. "Thirty, thirty," thirty, smiled
the "Big Man On Campus."



This fascinating, and stimulating story is available in more COMPLETE and EXCITING FORM from CHAMPION - P.O. Box 39, Old Chelsea Station, 25
217 WP.~t 18th Street. New York. New York 10011.
A COLLECTOR'S ITEM - Available in a set of 6 35mm Color Slides. . $6.00 or 6 3Y2 x 5 Color Prints. $7.00
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FRANK VEITENHEI~n':R: San Jose is the fastest growing city in all of
the United States; and, in keeping with this remarkable spirit of growth, young 14 year old
FRANK VEITENHEIMER boasts an excellent physique unequaled for his age. Young Frank
has concentrated on symetrical and proportional development, thus avoiding the usual
muscle binding that can result from a poor program of body-building. A "Mr. Junior Olympics"
runner-up, we expect that it won't be long before he is out in front place with such greats
as Steve Reeves.

Photo by A.M.G., See ad



BILL FERGUSON: If you're waiting to be discovered for the Silver Screen-they
say the best place to head is for Hollywood. A very striking example that it does pay is
virile, 19 year old BILL FERGUSON-only he didn't plan it that way. A construction worker
in the building trade, young Bill was working next to a theatre when he was discovered
by an astute producer. Bill keeps to a rugged, well-balanced schedule, from racing fast
sportscars to strenuous indoor activities he keeps his muscles up in rigid form.

Photo by CHAMPION, See ad
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CHEROK~E
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JOE CALI: A fast shooting star on the physique horizon is 18 year old JOE CALI. With
powerful muscle definition, his solid, rock-hard body is an artist's delight. His almost Greek
like features remind one of the idealized gods of old. 5' 11" and 165 Ibs, Joe is well
equipped to handle himself ably in any tight spot.

Photo by CHAMPION, See ad
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LUCKY MOORE: When brawny, rugged LUCKY MOORE .makes a pass he isn't
flirting, nor is he kidding either. Recently signed to a top U. S. Pro Football team, "smilin
Lucky" is fast becoming their star passer. Away from the stadium he stars in the lineup of a •
popular New York fashion model studio.

Photo by CHAMPION, See ad
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"Hello, Mr. Regan," said Ricky Flynn as he looked
up, swinging his muscular, wiry arm in greeting to
the headmaster, as he was leaving his house. Ricky
resumed his chore of chopping wood for the bonfire
parties that this isolated trade school often held. He
had a swimmers long, lean build and went about his
task with grace and ease.

"I wonder what the rest of the guys are doing tc-
night?" thought Ricky.

His thoughts were being shared by another of his
___ classmates, Tim Boyd. Tim felt the same way, his

massive frame leaning over the machine-shop gear.
"I wonder if the boys are going to take me on for
another muscle-testing bout?" he pondered. Tim
knew that he had the finest build of the many stu-
dents at the school. He had long, powerful legs and a
broad back. He wondered if this year it would be like
all the rest-every match with no holds barred.

Farther down the trail, little Buddy Regan waved
to his father, the headmaster, as he passed his

___ -, young son working on a bird cage for the sanctuary.

32
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CANYONTOGS
Popular Fashion and Physique
model, Jim Stryker, wears GUY
RUSSELL's latest for the big out-
doors. Sweater is the Kali Kuna
with 80% virgin wool. and 20%
mohair. Colors available are
camel, cloud blue, navy, slate
green, black, burgundy and
flame. Sizes S.M.L. - $16.95.
Natural taper slacks available in
sizes 26·36; in colors light grey,
char grey, olive, hlack-$12.95.
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'tis only thinking

Think no more, lad; laugh, be jolly:
Why should men make haste to die?

Empty heads and tongues a-talking
Make the rough road easy walking,

And the feather pate of folly
Bears the falling sky.

Oh, 'tis jesting, dancing, drinking
Spins the heavy world around.

If young hearts were not so clever,
Oh, they would be young for ever:

Think no more; 'tis only thinking
Lays lads underground.

A. E. Housman
from

A Shropshire Lad

36
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exercise of the month
by Keri Long

Our sportsman of the month, Rock Hudson, il-
lustrates the routines best su ited to the young
backfielder preparing for a rugged season. Rock, a
mid-western farm boy, has been an avid follower
of my regular training programs. As a freshman
college student, he realizes the importance of ad-
hering to a set pattern of exercises, and, as the
pictures prove, the training has paid dividends.
. In any sport, perfection is achieved by frequent
and thorough limbering, conditioning and practice.
Football is no exception to this rule. Skirting and
sprinting on the field with true agility requires the
player to be in top condition. The quarterback must
practice daily to be able to place his long passes
in the right spot.

A few of the exercises recommended by coaches
are discussed in the following paragraphs. The
first, although rather simple, is the most im-
portant conditioner-running daily. While toning
most of the muscles of the body, running gives
special attention to the legs and stomach as it
builds stamina and speed. A good long run-say a
quarter-mile to start and daily increased-is a fine
way to begin a workout. Later on, you may utilize
"running in place" (marking time) which is also very
beneficial. Wind sprints should be included-fast
all out sprints at short distances. A good routine to
start with is ten sprints at ten yards each, with
a ten yard walk between each run. Next, do five
sprints at fifty yards each and end. with two of a

39
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hundred yards each ... Running is also a good way
in which to end a workout.

Another good exercise is to do pushups. This is
a good way to build up the back, arm, and chest
muscles. Pushups may be done between the arms
of a chair (as seen in the picture) to give special
benefit to the chest muscles, or using only the
fingertips to give you an iron grip and strong
fingers.

The prescribed manner in which to do pushups
is to do 12, rest for a few seconds, do 10 more,
rest, do 8, rest, etc., until you reach one.
Each day start with a higher number and work down.
Adding a weight on your back while doing them will
greatly increase their benefit to you.

A conditioning exercise which has taken football
training camps by storm within recent years, is one
which utilizes the theory of isometric contraction.
Done with a specially constructed "Y" strap and
two exercise bars, this drill tightens and tones the
legs, arms, shoulders, back, and all important
stomach muscles. The exercise is done by standing
on one of the bars and pulling up with maximum
force on the other bar and joining strap by means
of the forearms. The slightly bent position of the
body and the pressure affords the muscles maxi-
mum tension. Upward pressure should be held for
about 10 seconds. The exercise should be repeated
several times.

A third football conditioner is deep knee bends.
Done simply by placing the hands on the hips,
bending the knees and going into a full squat,
deep knee bends not only build up and tone the
legs but also give them the spring and limberness
essential to a good ball player.

Finally, we are back again to running, but this
time it is through an obstacle course of old tires.
This drill conditions the player to keep his knees up,
watch his step, and to move quickly and suddenly
in any direction.

So GO GUYS! Get in the play and get in shape,
but remember-RUN don't walk!
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Pictures of ACE DANCER by CHAMPION.
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Like acquiring a well-developed physique, to dig jazz requires both time and effort.
The simplest way of digging jazz is to listen to recordings; and the simplest

musical organization for listening enjoyment is the jazz trio.
If you take a photograph of a handsome young man with a fine body, and then

another photograph of this same person in action and against an interesting back-
ground, you will see in the second photograph the same fine body, but with two
added elements: action and background. The second photo is more imaginative, and
more interesting to look at because it gives a flavor of excitement to the whole figure.

So it is with the jazz trio. If the pianist is the leading or solo instrumentalist
(like the model in the picture) he acquires more emphasis, more color and more
interest from the beat of the drum and the slap of the bass. The most popular trio
combination in jazz circles is made up of the piano, drums, and the bass, with the
piano as the solo instrument.

There are many such trios to be heard today, both live and recorded. The Erroll
Garner, Andre Previn, Oscar Peterson, and Les McCann trios are a few examples-
all are fine groups with distinctive and exciting pianists. Peterson, is perhaps the
finest technician and possibly the most accomplished jazz pianist since the late
Art Tatum. Erroll Garner is probably the most individual and humorous. Les McCann
has the solidest beat, combining the gospel-type roll with a feel of contemporay jazz.

One of the best new trios is that of The Three Sounds, consisting of Gene Harris



on piano, Bill Dowdy on drums and Andrew Simpkins on bass. Their Verve Album
(V-8513) titled Blue Genes is one every serious jazz collector will want to own. This
is compulsive music-impossible to listen to without keeping tempo with one's foot
or cavorting in front of a mirror. It is music with a kick, which conjures up the
sensual and the erotic, in its effect not unlike the music of Scriabin and Debussy.

There are eight tunes in this album; some are originals, some standards. You
should particularly enjoy side one with these tunes: Mr. Wonderful, Autumn in
New York, love Somebody, and the title tune; Blue Genes. Note carefully the second
chorus of Mr. Wonderful. A heavy beat of the drum starts things rocking and from
that point on there is an intoxicating drive. The same contrast, between choruses,
is achieved in love Somebody. The first chorus is tranquil, almost like a Bach
fugue. Then, suddenly, the beat changes and our emotions quicken. We are no
longer thinking jazz-we are feeling it.

The title tune, Blue Genes, is the best of the collection. It makes the
listener want to really get in rhythm with the beat. It is the sort of fast blues that
makes a dancer want to dance, a sleeper want to rise-and-shine. In short, it can
reach anyone becuse it exudes vitality.

And that is the key word to jazz: vitality. It is the quality that influences the
making of a perfect physique and the quality that creates good jazz. The Three
Sounds and their album, Blue Genes, convey this quality, you'll like it. 43
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JUW A LA VONCE: From the fantail of a chartered fishing boat in the Atlantic,
a bronzed, muscular seafarer gives careful instructions to his passengers as they struggle
to land a 300 Ib tuna. Only 25 years old, handsome JUWA LA VONCE has the measurements
to wrestle any denizen of the deep-28%" arms, 411Jz" chest and powerful 37" thighs.

Photo by A.M.G., see ad



(i(idigging the arts
Beginning A Series With This Article

The Greeks idealized youth and beauty in their art. Examples of their sculpture, still available to us, point
up the magnificent reverence they felt for the human form. With this article, GO GUYS begins a series on
the ART OF HUMAN FORM as interpreted by varying cultures through the centuries, Beginning with the Greeks
we will go on to the Romans, the Middle Ages, the Renaissance Period, the 18th and 19th centuries and finally
to Modern and Contemporary points of view.



The art of sculpture in Greece reached its pinnacle
in the period 450-400 B.C. This was the age of Pericles,
the great Greek politician. His coming to power heralded
the Golden Century of Greek culture. Athens, at that
time, was the wealthiest of cities, having gained its
riches from the tribute exacted from subject allies. hi
any society where wealth flows freely, man turns to the
creative arts to give thanks to the gods and give vent
to a natural urge. Athens was fortunate to have many
artists of great and minor talent and to them fell the
task of creating a new, greater, and more spendid city
than had ever existed in the Greek states. The towering
genius, among all the artists of the period, was Phidias.
To him went the responsibility for creating all of the
major works for the state.

Little is known of the actual life of Phidias. If we are
to credit him with many works of art, ascribed to him
by earlier historians, this would place his birth at approxi-
mately 500 B.C. His most famous works were the two
statues of gold and ivory that have been hailed as the
greatest works of art ever produced by man. One was
the Athena, built in Athens for the new Parthenon. The
other was of the father of the Gods, Zeus. He completed
the statue at Elis for the temple of Zeus at Olympia.

There are two historical versions governing the cause
of his death. One has it that he was tried in Athens, im-
mediately following his completion of the Athena, for
misappropriating some of the valuable materials that
were to have been used in the statues commission. How-
ever, the story goes, he managed to escape to Elis where
he was executed by the Eleans in 432 B.C. The other ver-
sion has Phidias standing accused of much the same
crime as before. But, instead of escaping, he was cast
into prison when the initial charges proved false. He was
then recharged with having introduced the portraits of
himself and Pericles on the face of Athena's shield. He
died in prison by his own hand, having drunk from a cup
of hemlock.

The supreme architectural achievement, for which
Phidias can claim much responsibility, was the crown
jewel of the Acropolis; the magnificent Parthenon. Rec-
ords indicate that it was begun around 447 B.C. and was
completed nine years later in 438 B.C. Even the Greeks,
who were such talented artisans, seemed to have set
about to outdo themselves. The sculptures in the Parthe-
non were greater in number and far more elaborate than
those of earlier greek temples. The sculpture work con-
sisted of a set of metopes of the exterior frieze, and an
unbroken frieze of bas-relief, over five hundred feet in
length, which surrounded the cella. The structure retained
much of its intended glory up to 600 A.D., when it was
converted into a Christian church. Eight hundred years
later the followers of Mohammed claimed it as their
own. Time had taken its toll in the 1800 years and the
building had lost much of its original beauty and lustre,
but it wasn't until the Turks overran Athens that it
met its end. Using the Parthenon as a handy storehouse
for their gun-powder, the once great and magnificent
Parthenon promptly became a shattered ruin as the
result of a direct hit by enemy guns. Many of the original
pieces of sculpture fell, intact, trom the ruin. Unfortun-
ately, quite a number of these valuable works were carted
off to the four corners of the globe, and disappeared. Many
other priceless pieces were used as common building
material or lost in the lime-kiln. While the Turks were
still in power in Greece, at the beginning of the 19th
century, that which remained, of any value, was pur-
chased by the British Government and moved to the
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British Museum. What little was left still holds its original
place on the Parthenon or was subsequently removed to
the Acropolis Museum.

The Parthenon frieze depicts an idealized version ot
the procession from the market place to the Acropolis
during Athen's major festival. One of the best of the
group of figures belongs to a scene of divinities, acting as
spectators of the parade. The figures are believed to be
Poseidon, Apollo, and Artemis. The many attitudes of
posture and variety of motion and expression throughout
the frieze preciudes any monotony to the viewer. One
excellent example of the magnificent Parthenon artists
are the heads of four chariot horses, alive with frenzied
fury, which appears on the south side. Variety runs riot
in the endless chain of events that are shown; from the
quiet, benign faces of gods to impulsive action of other
fabled figures, graceful harmonious lines and utter per-
fection abound-these are just a few of the qualities that
leave the viewer exhausted with a passion for greek art.

On the western pediment the artists dealt with the sub-
ject of Poseidon and Athena in their strive for the land.
Although much of the western section is missing, we are
aware of its former beauty and elaborateness because a
French artist of the 17th century made drawings of it,
while it was still intact. In the eastern pediment we
see the birth of Athena. In the southern. corner Helios is
emerging from the sea in his chariot. In the northern
corner Nyx is descending from above in a similar chariot.
Next to Helios, lying in a relaxed manner on his robe,
is the Theseus of the Parthenon. It is a magnificent
portrayal of the young god, much of which is still re-
markably preserved.

Although there is little information as to the names
or identity of the many artists and artisans that surely
must have contributed to the Parthenon's marvels, we do
know that the entire work was overseered by a single
genius-probably Phidias.

I. DIONYSfJS: Eastern Pediment
This reclining god is second to the last figure in the left corner of
the eastern pediment. He is the god of wine and revelry, and of
vegetation as well.

2. CEPHISSUS: Western Pediment
Placed in the extreme left-hand corner of the western pediment,
this god is thought to be the personification of the Cephissus, one
of the principal rivers in the plain of Athens.

3. YOUNG MAN: Northern Frieze
One of the most beautiful figures on the Parthenon, this noble
youth appears at the western end of the northern frieze, at the
very beginning of the procession of the Panathenaea. His right
hand holds the horse's reins. Completely in command of his animal
his dreamy expression is contracted by the tension of his body.
True emotion and a sense of exaltation, befitting the sacred occa-
sion, pervade his graceful figure.

4. FOUR HORSEMEN: Northern Frieze
A spirited presentation of young, mounted Athenians, emphasizes
the independence and individuality of each citizen participating
in this public festival in honor of the city's patron goddess.

5. TlVO HORSEMEN: Northern Frieze
These two horsemen follow those in figure 4. The youth in the
foreground is thought to be Alcibades, nephew of Pericles. A
brilliant and promising young man, considered by Athenians to be
the most richly endowed of his generation and the possessor of
the ideal human form.

6. PERICLES: British Museum, London
Roman copy of the late fifth century, B.C. From a bronze original
by Cresilas.
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Alone in a land of make-believe,
Aren't we all a part of this grieve,

Waiting and hoping for a playful mate,
To taste the joys each appreciate.

A chum for Teddy sounds so fantastic,
Yet here he is; call him Jim-nastic.

They both enjoy sporting around,
On ferris wheel and the merry-go-round.

Strong arm support for Teddy's gay trip,
Embraced so firmly on Jim's lean hip,

Much food and fun with a muscle boy,
Puts life into Teddy our mascot toy.
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gUlJrussell
greenwich village

216 west
fou rth street,

new york,
n. y. 10015
at sheridan

square

CUFF-LINKS of sterling silver
with monogram. $13.50,--

~...-_._..." r'..•.

ID BRACELET
sterling silver
with exceptionally good
locking device.
$14.30

THE THREE-BUTTON SUIT
still prevails as most

popular among businessmen
as well as college men.

This traditionally
correct suit is of

Olive wool
gabardine and

is very
handsome

with its
natural

shoulder and
patch pockets.

Price $65.00.
Other suits

range in price
from $60.00

to $95.00
including black

wool sharkskin and
wool worsteds of

banker's gray
and plaids.

The HOPI COAT to make you
feel like Genghis Khan
or a Titan of today.
Easy to wear-large
inside pocket. Prices
range from $12.95
to $25.00 depending
on the fabric and
whether or not lined
and! or reversible.
Many come with handy
carrying case. One size
fits all. Specify color
and fabric desired and
we will send estimate.

men's specialty shop

suggests clothes for the man
you must be, while in the
public eye and clothes for
the man you want to be, in
your more leisurely, casual
mnments.

The BRASS DOOR PLATE is hand en-
graved, hand hammered in the inimitable
European style to make a permanent
and treasured gift for the home. Air
Mailed to us from Italy. Three weeks
delivery. Print name desired, clearly and
specify whether oval or rectangular
plate-Script or Gothic lettering $12.95.

/
//---::--~-~--- ~

~ ~" ",".~: /,~tV"~Ift;·
s-, ~2"_

"/

We have these form-fitting
T-SHIRTS shipped all the
way from the West
Coast because they
are the finest we
have found
anywhere.'
Available in
all Sizes
and Colors.
$2.00

A winner-Tapered
UNDERWEAR designed
to fit the natural
contours of your
body. The ultimate
in style and
comfort. Tailored
of 100% combed
cotton broadcloth
at $1.75 in
White, Blue,
and Black.
Tapered to hug
the hip. Long
on comfort,
shorter than
short.
Also comes
in a 2 x 2 pima.
White only
for $2.75.

LA BOTTEGA
Those natural
and refreshing
colognes for
discriminating men:
Pepper, Lemon,
Earth, Patchouly,
Sandalwood and
Vetiver
$3.30 for 2 oz.
$5.50 for 4 oz.

These unlined CAPESKIN GLOVES are a perennial
favorite at our shop. They are very much at

ease with the dressiest or outfits
and are of the most pliable

and supple leathers.
BIaCK,Bone or

Olivewood. $7.50

BILLFOLD: In colorful, attractive
tie fabrics. $2.50
MONEY CLIP: Heavy gauge sterling silver.
Monogrammed. $12.10 /\~~

~ ~tI''5 \
It ' \ ,

J.'":>'. '
-:- ----:/
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SPECIAL, SPECIAL-For a LIVElY, ANIMATED version of ACRIMONY IN THE ACADEMY,
appearing on page 4 of this magazine, AMG presents this full length movie MILITARY
SCHOOL INITIATION. Featuring: Chuck Steury, Monte Hansen, Bob Jackson and Ernie
Matthews. Film MAO, 16 Minutes, 8mm: $16.00, 16mm: $24.00.

FILMS CAN BE VIEWED ON STANDARD PROJECTORS or 8mm size can be seen on special
CINEVUER, illustrated here-$12.95.

Send $5.00 for over 350 5x8 pages from the PHYSIQUE PICTORIAL collection of physique
photos, drawings, and movie stills.

NOTE: Photos of Frank Veitenheimer, far left, and of Juwa La Vonce, far right, found
elsewhere in this book, available from AMG NOW. Sets of 12 4x5's, each in black and
white, $3.00 Per Set.

(j

ATHLETIC MODEL GUILD, 1836 WEST 11TH STREET, LOS ANGELES 6, CALIFORNIA
51
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BUILD A BETTER BODY
(IN JUST MINUTES A DAY.)

Physique star KERI LONG now offers amazing, individualized training courses-
FOR YOU . . . the business man, the athlete, the body-builder.

COURSESDESIGNEDFOR THE MASCULINEMALE
------------ 3 POWER-PACKED courses to choose from: --------

1 TRIM& VIM/ Designed for the business or professional man with a tight schedule. In just a few minutes a day
• you can train to keep fit and slim while enjoying a new PEP and VITALITY.

2 MUSCLE & POWERI Tailormade for the weight-lifter and body-builder. Includes proven exercises and techniques
• used by the world's greatest physique stars.

3 SHAPE UPI Professionally keyed to insure the athlete tip-top form and performance. Important conditioners PLUS
• helpful drills for particular sports.

4 SPECIALI An individualized service with KERI LONG as YOUR personal trainer. Keri will custom-design a program
• JUST FOR YOU.

Take advantage of this UNIQUE OFFER,NOW Single Course, ONLY$7.00 Any two for, ONLY$12.00 All three programs at a lOW $16.00

Write to: KERllONG, P. O. Box 533, Montclair, New Jersey for his personal advice at no extra cost.

THE
~O@

VIEW

THE
~D@
WINNER

___________________ 1IIiiiiiIIIiiII_

Please enter my subscription to BIG. Enclosed is ~.OO for the next 12 issues to be mailed to me every
other month, in sealed, plain wrapper. Foreign readers, with the exception of those living in Canada
or Mexico, will please add $2.00 to the above rates.

Enclosed, also, find $. for .. copies of the BIG ANNUAL. (Copies are $100
each) I enclose 0 10~ for THIRD CLASS / 0 m for FIRST CLASS.

NAME. ADDRESS

It's a photo-finish for BIG .... NOW, the leading seller in the physique magazine field. AND NO
WONDER .... BIG offers the real CLOSE-UP look; not an inch of space wasted; every page, from
top to bottom, side to side, PACKED WITH SOLID MUSCLE AND VIRILE MALE HANDSOMENESS.
ORDER NOW .... DON'T WAIT .... BE POSITIVE-let BIG come to you DIRECT. DON'T MISS ONE
SINGLE VIBRANT ISSUE.... SUBSCRIBE TODAY. AND NOW, ALSO from the publishers of BIG
bi-monthly - THE BIG ANNUAL. Available in both SUMMER and WINTER Issues. The BIG
ANNUAL offers a FESTIVAL OF BEAUTIFUL, MASCULINE MANHOOD, ENTICINGLY AND
PROVOCATIVELY PHOTOGRAPHED - Presented in BREATHTAKING COLOR and DRAMATIC
BLACK AND WHITE - NEARLY 200 DRAMATIC, DYNAMIC ILLUSTRATIONS, OVER 70 PICTURE-
PACKED, INSPIRING PAGES - in EVERY issue.

SO, GET ON THE BIG BANDWAGON and order your SUBSCRIPTION TO THE BIG bi-monthly and
copies of the BIG ANNUAL - BOTH OFFER old favorites, NEW FACES - a complete and terrific
range of magnificent models and subjects, calculated and guaranteed to excite the imagination.

CITY. STATE.. ZIP ..
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A. JUDO JUMPER in blue, olive, black or beige in
sizes XS· S . M - L - XL Fortrel/cotton $15.95.

Cotton velvet .$29.95
B. MR. MUSCLES, form fit, combed cotton T-shirt.

S - M - L - Xl. Turq., blue, gold, red, black, or
white. . $2 each or 6 for $1l.00

C. FRENCH BIKINI UNDERWEAR ... EMINENCE
cotton brief, elastic leg and waist, white only.
XS - S - M - L : $2.00 ea.

D. EMINENCE MESH UNDERSHIRT. French import,
sleeveless cotton mesh, white only. S - M - L - Xl.

.... $3.00 ea.
E. IMPORTED FRENCH T-SHIRT. Cotton mesh, to be

worn under or alone ... white only. S - M - L - Xl.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " \. . $3.50 ea.

F. SIDE ZIPPER SHIRT. Form fitting sport shirt, in
cotton corduroy, in blue, green, black or red.
S- M -L. l. Short sleeve $1l.95

2. Long sleeve $12.95
G. POSING STRAP. Helenca stretch nylon pouch,

white or black. S - M - l. $3.00
H. FIGLEAF. Green terry-cloth leaf, nude back and

string ... one size. . .... $6.95
I. GEE-SPRING. Stringless posing strap, wired for

perfect shaping ... one size in nude Helance.
$7.95

J. FISH NET T-SHIRT_ Nylon net, Torso fit ...
S - M - l. White only $7.95

K. FISH NET BIKINI. Perfect underwear or private
suntanning, matches T-shirt. S - M - L white
only. . $3.95

L. STRETCH GYM SUIT. Nylon form fit stretch one
piece work out or play jumper. Black only ...
S-M-L .$15.95

N_~--~==~~==~~==~COLOR
PRICE

~

QUAN ITEM 1st 2nd SIZE
choice ·choice

(': \

i \
Calif. res. dents add -'% sales ta.

~MEN ::;"' "m:~:
Shop for Men
8933 Santa. Monica Blvd.
West Hollywood 69, California

.50

Send for free catalog

'~i f
'~\~~,~-.-
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NOWCHAMPION features:
5 x 7 COLOR/31/2 X 5 COLOR/35 mm COLOR

GET IN ON THE ALL NEW CHAMPION COLORAMA SELECTOR CATALOG, CONTAINING OVER 25
PAGES OF HUNDREDS OF UNIQUE POSES IN FORM-FITTING G-STRING, BRIEFS, AND DUNGAREES.

MORE THAN 30 INSPIRING PERSONALITIES LISTED -INCLUDING THESE FOUR NEW AND EXCITING ADDITIONS

T t - IJ

, ·l
KEN ROYE ROB ROYE RAMROD JOE CALI

Send today for your catalog and receive beautiful free color sample of any model of your choosing-plus future
information on all new models to come, including the tollowing that appear in this current issue of Go Guys
Monte Hansen, Bill Ferguson, Ernie Matthews, Cherokee, Chuck Steury, and Smokey.

, SEND: COLORAMA Selector CATALOG only $2.00 with choice of Sample and model.
Check here for kind of sample D 3V2 x 5 RADIANT Color Print D 35 mm LIVING COLOR slide D (Add 25¢ for Air Mail)

NAME~ _
(Print do not write)

ADDRESS, _

CITY STATE'--- ,ZIP _

A new catalog for the discriminating collector-8 handsome young men, 13-18 years of age. Every picture, every
pose vitally charged with the exciting reality of the provocative teenager.

------------ Send $2.00 for sample COLOR print and catalog featuring all 8 models. --------

r,1
'I
1,

RICKY FLYNN JOE PARR TOMMY DRAKE VINCE VITALE ALAN WHYTE DANNY DEE JOHN DEITER BUDDY BAKER

FRONTIER BOYS
P.O. BOX 3533
GRAND CENTRAL STA.
NEW YORK, 10017
N. Y.

Enclosed find $, for Frontier Boys catalog and sample print.

NAM~E _
(Please Print)

ADDRESS _

CITY STATE ZIP _
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ROB ROYE: A stocky, rugged powerhouse; proving big things can come in small
packages. 5' 9", good looking ROB ROYE, is solid muscle from his wide shoulders to his
well developed calves. Rob is a fast rising boy in the physique.field and the amateur ring.
He works-out constantly and even gets good training while-walking the big steel as a
construction foreman.

Photo by CHAMPION, See ad
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